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Head start: The September 
issue of Monocle is out now and 
features a report from The Camp, 
a new experimental start-up 
academy in the south of France.
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BUSINESS

It’s important to relax and enjoy 
yourself when you’re travelling and 
on holiday yet, while some tech gets 
in the way, there are gadgets that can 
help keep you mobile, rested and 
sparkling clean this summer. Here 
are our top picks.

If unfamiliar sounds make 
it hard to sleep in a hotel 

room (is that a gymnastics 
show in room 201?), there 

may be a solution

Our pick of gadgets 
to help you really get 
away from it all  
writer David Phelan

Technology Brush up
Don’t let your dental hygiene suffer 
by settling for the toothbrush in the 
onboard amenities bag. The Philips 
Sonicare DiamondClean Smart’s 
brushing regimes are comprehen-
sive and an app for your smartphone 
ensures you’re brushing every part 
of your teeth and gums. It even has a 
recharging cable built into the travel 
case to ensure your pearly-whites 
dazzle against your tan.

Check out
Holidays are a time to try a digi-
tal detox, right? So the Nokia 8110 
4G phone might suit. It’s a refresh 
of the 1996 classic, nicknamed the 
Banana phone because of its curves. 
The new version comes in discreet 
black or fruity yellow finishes, with 
a sliding cover to protect the keypad  
(remember life before touchscreens?).  
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And there are precious few apps 
to distract you. There is email but 
typing a reply is arduous so you’ll be 
brief. But Nokia has cleverly maxi-
mised the fast 4G data connectivity 
of the phone so smart elements such 
as Google Assistant and Google 
Maps are on board.

Travel right
The Away Aluminium Edition 
offers outstanding build quality and 
smooth-as-butter wheels, as well as 
something else: a battery sits under 
the handle to rescue-charge your 
gadgets wherever you are. It’s remov-
able (to comply with tsa require-
ments) so you can keep it with you 
if you check your bag into the hold.

Finally, technology can impart peace 
of mind but nothing quite beats the 
relaxation afforded by, you know, 
turning it all off. Happy vacationing.

C A R S  /  B A S E L

Q&A 
Mark Backé
For years the events calendar for 
vintage-car enthusiasts and collectors has 
revolved around Pebble Beach Concours 
d’Elegance, which kicks off on 26 August 
in California. But in 2018 there is a  
new kid on the block: Grand Basel.  
On 6 September the Swiss city of Basel 
will host this new show, courtesy of 
Mch, the “live-marketing” company 
headquartered in the city that hosts Art 
Basel and Baselworld, the biggest watch 
and jewellery fair of the year, as well as 
various other exhibitions.

Grand Basel is aiming to become the 
Art Basel for collectable cars and, as 
with its arty sister, Mch intends to take 
this show global, with a version in Miami 
following in February 2019 and Hong 
Kong dates yet to be announced. Mark 
Backé, managing director of Grand Basel, 
is in charge of the final preparations in the 
Swiss city. Carlo Silberschmidt

Q. What led to the creation of Grand 
Basel?

A. At Mch, we had a lot of success with 
past events for collectors, obviously 
with the Art Basel fairs. We looked at 
what makes a good collectible, talked 
to our clients and understood that the 
car is a logical addition to our portfolio. 
We expect the market for this to be 
even bigger.

Q.  What gap does Grand Basel fill?
A. We offer a trading platform that is 

selective in its contents. With what is 
going to be on view, we will deliver our 
own vision, our own take on the car. 
It’s not about luxury alone but much 
more about the cultural value of a car 
and its value as a design object. One 
of the key pieces on show will have 
the signature of Italian modernist 
architect Gio Ponti.

Q. How are preparations going?
A. We kicked off preparations well but 

the highest-valued objects will only 
roll in just a few hours before the 
opening. All is going to plan and  
we’re excited to open the doors in 
Basel soon.

Q. What can we expect at the show?
A. While the focus of the show will be on 

vintage cars – we’ll have about 100 of 
those – we have a few contemporary 
picks and even a few unseen concepts 
that look at what is coming ahead.

Q. What are the key aspects of the 
collectible-car market?

A. Cars are a form of investment. At 
the moment we see a number of 
generational changes with some 
collectors. With new generations 
taking over we expect a few  
interesting moves in the market.

Q. In what ways will  
the market develop?

A. We expect the market to grow in 
the coming years – especially in the 
speciality sector. We also have editions 
of Grand Basel planned for Miami 
and Hong Kong, where we have a 
large base of collectors.

Q. How did Basel become the home 
of Grand Basel?

A.  The city of Basel has become a brand 
in itself for luxury fairs and provides 
the right ecosystem for our visitors. 
But interestingly – and maybe not as 
widely known – there are numerous 
car collectors in proximity to Basel  
to which we’re catering too.

Q. What’s the role of these fairs today?
A. With the car it’s essential to give a 

space to touch and feel – to smell the 
scent of leather, for example. This isn’t 
something you can replicate digitally. 
Fairs have to evolve with changing 
preferences to stay interesting.

B I K E - S H A R I N G  /  G L O B A L

IN THE 
DOCK
After the boom (and bust) of dockless 
bikes, it’s clear that cities need to play 
a more active role in encouraging 
citizens to share and share a bike.
writer Nicole Badstuber

costs of docked systems. For riders, the location of docks 
limits the directness of the trip. Often trips go beyond 
the geographical area covered by the system and can’t 
be made. In theory, dockless systems do not have lim-
itations. Dockless “blends some of the best qualities of 
active travel and public transport to provide truly flexible 
door-to-door services”, says Alexandros Nikitas, senior 
lecturer in transport at the University of Huddersfield.

However, this new generation of bike sharing has 
also brought with it a new set of problems. “On many 
occasions an aggressive and rushed implementation 
of thousands of bikes in over-saturated environments 
without thorough city-specific plans and without strong 
safe-guarding mechanisms that prevent vandalism and 
abandonment led to severe underuse and misuse,” says 
Nikitas. “This has transformed [some] cities at best into 
sites where irresponsible parking reigns and at worst into 
bicycle graveyards.”

Moreover, access to the dockless system relies on 
having a smartphone to hand. This excludes those cit-
izens without one – those unfamiliar with smartphone 
technology or without the disposable income to own one 
– but also anyone whose smartphone battery has run out.

The recent influx of dockless bikes in cities across 
the globe has largely been funded by venture capital. 
The largest dockless bike-share companies, Mobike 
and Ofo, started out in China. Building on their success 
there and supported by hundreds of millions of dollars 
of funding (Ofo is backed by e-commerce giant Alibaba 
and Mobike by conglomerate Tencent), they expanded 
to Europe and North America last year. However, the 
formula of flooding cities’ streets with brightly coloured 
bikes, which had worked in China and led to multi- 
billion-dollar valuations, did not translate to the same level 
of success internationally. In November 2017, Mobike 
and Ofo’s competitor, the Chinese-based Bluegogo, filed 
for bankruptcy – a year after it was founded. Several bike 
manufacturers in China have also shuttered as the indus-
try has hit this stumbling block.

Reaction to dockless bikes has, perhaps unsurpris-
ingly, been mixed. Zürich has been willing to allow sev-
eral different schemes to compete on its streets, while 
Amsterdam and Vienna on the other side of the spectrum 
have banned them, citing the fact that they clutter streets.

Meanwhile, cities in the US have moved to reg-
ulate providers. “Some cities demand that operators 
meet certain requirements and pay fees in exchange 
for their use of public space and the right of way,” says 
Yanocha. “Operators have had to shift their launch 
strategies or face the impounding of their bikes and 

other financial consequences.” For example, Boulder in 
Colorado requires that operators rebalance bikes across 
the city and locate bikes near public transport hubs. For 
a bike-share provider wishing to scale up in St Louis, 
the city demands that they provide meaningful commu-
nity engagement and equity programmes. In response to 
some of the measures introduced by cities, shared-bike 
providers have chosen to leave. For example, Ofo and 
Mobike chose not to conform to Chicago’s requirement 
to provide street furniture to lock the bikes to.

In 2017, 35 million bike-share trips were made in the 
US alone – a 25 per cent increase on 2016, according to 
The National Association of City Transportation Officials 
(Nacto), a coalition of North American city departments 
of transportation. The number of bike-share cycles in the 
US more than doubled from 42,500 to 100,000 between 
2016 and 2017 – and over 75 per cent of the new bikes 
added that year were dockless. However – and this is cru-
cial – despite dockless bikes now making up 44 per cent 
of all shared bikes in the US, trips on dockless bikes only 
make up 4 per cent of all bike-share trips.

The fact that they are so underused suggests that 
the public is less keen on free-floating bikes than the 

providers like to admit. “What we’re seeing from the US 
is that in high-volume set-ups, some degree of station or 
dock is necessary because it provides an organising prin-
ciple that allows the system to function better,” says Kate 
Fillin-Yeh, director of strategy at Nacto. “In lower-den-
sity areas, the stations look a little different but you still 
have an organising principle, which is really valuable.” 
These stations don’t have to be costly docking hubs but 
might be simple designated parking spaces akin to car-
club or electric-car parking, delineated with paint and 
signage. However, the important take-away is that cities 
will likely have to play a significant co-ordinating role.

For bike sharing to succeed cities also need safe cycle 
infrastructure and comprehensive cycle networks (not to 
mention an already-existent cycling culture). For bike 
sharing to become a viable travel option in cities, “you 
really need a very tight, organised and meaningful part-
nership between your bike-share operator and your city 
or transit agency”, says Fillin-Yeh.

So, the future of bike sharing will see cities take on a 
leading role. Cities will need to set out a clear transport 
vision and framework through which private bike-sharing 
companies can participate and use public space. Using 

their toolboxes of regulation and permits, cities will need 
to manage private companies’ role in delivering an equi-
table and sustainable transport offering for the city. For 
example, Bologna declared bike sharing as a public good 
and contracted Mobike to provide 2,500 dockless shared 
bikes over the next six years.

For dockless bike-share companies, it will remain a 
challenge to make a profit from rides alone. Nacto esti-
mates that dockless systems would have to average four 
to five riders per bike per day to make a profit. Current 
ridership falls short of this figure, averaging 0.3 rides per 
bike per day on dockless and 1.7 rides per bike per day 
on docked systems. Looking ahead, Fillin-Yeh predicts 
that bike sharing will be funded by “a combination of 
sponsorships, municipal funding and ridership”. But, as 
she points out, “the idea that transportation has to oper-
ate in the black is always one worth poking.” Transport 
is an effective tool to support wider social policy objec-
tives such as connecting residents with opportunities for 
skill development and employment or critical services 
including healthcare. So rather than expecting bike-share 
systems to turn a profit, cities should consider how sup-
porting cycling aligns with wider policy goals. 

“You need  
a tight, 

organised 
and 

meaningful 
partnership 

between 
your bike-

sharing 
operator 
and your 
city or 
transit 

agency”

Over the past year a plethora of colourful, shiny new 
dockless bikes has taken over the streets and pavements 
of cities all over the world as private companies have 
aggressively entered the bike-sharing market. Headlines 
have predicted a new era of free-floating shared bikes and 
the end of the old model with its fixed docking systems 
often built and maintained by city hall.

But has the boom in fact already run its course? Some 
cities including Amsterdam and Vienna are fighting back 
and banning dockless bikes. Part of the reason for their 
caution is that these bicycles can be simply abandoned 
by their riders, with little care or attention given to the 
beauty or usability of the pavement or street (we’ve all 
seen the pictures of dockless bikes thrown into canals 
and heaped on top of each other in ugly mountains). At 
the same time, several manufacturers in China (where 
the majority of these bikes are built) have experienced a 
slowdown in demand. So are we in fact about to see the 
early death of the dockless bike-sharing model?

Let’s look first at the positives. Today more than 1,700 
schemes operate in cities across the globe, encouraging 
citizens to try cycling and switch their travel habits – key 
for cities attempting to reduce traffic, tackle congestion 
and improve air quality. In Singapore, for instance, a year 
after dockless bike provider Mobike launched its distinc-
tive orange cycles, the share of trips made by bike has 
doubled. The evidence shows that many Mobike riders 
would ordinarily drive in a private vehicle: 50 per cent of 
users reported replacing between one and three car trips 
and 30 per cent five car trips a week.

“Bike-sharing reduces many of the entry barriers to 
cycling, removing the need to purchase, maintain and 
store a bike,” says Dana Yanocha, senior research asso-
ciate at the advocacy and research organisation Institute 
for Transportation and Development Policy. “Bike-share 
at scale can help shift people out of private vehicles for 
short trips. People will rationally choose a bike over their 
car when it’s inexpensive, convenient to access, reliable 
and fast.” Bike-sharing is also an important piece of 
the transport puzzle as cities encourage greener means 
of travel to meet sustainability targets. As an example, 
London has set the ambitious goal for 80 per cent of trips 
to be made by foot, bike or public transport by 2041; 
today these modes only make up 62.1 per cent.

However, the high capital and operating costs of 
docked bike-sharing systems can be prohibitive for cities 
wanting to establish bike sharing. Rebalancing bikes 
across the system – to counteract the deluge into the city 
in the mornings and the dispersion at the end of the work-
ing day – accounts for more than half of the operating 

From left: Mobike 
two-wheeler hangs 

from a streetlamp in 
Berlin; abandoned 

bike-share bikes at a 
temporary car park 

in Shanghai

B E S T  S U M M E R  G I G  /  S I C I LY

Open  
invitation 
In the final instalment of our series 
on spectacular summer jobs, we drop 
in on the island of Salina off Sicily 
to meet the proprietor of a pit stop 
that serves open sandwiches and iced 
drinks to the Mediterranean elite.
writer Laura Rysman photographer Bea de Giacomo

At the sea’s edge on the remote 
Sicilian island of Salina, a canopy 
of white umbrellas shades the sum-
mertime crowds as they gather 
at Da Alfredo. With its miniscule 
kitchen and blue majolica-tiled bar, 
this institution has been serving the 
piazza full of punters for 50 years. A 
simple menu of Sicilian specialities 
is unchanging and divided in two:  
with pane cunzato, open sandwiches; 
and granitas, icy drinks blended from 
the nuts and fruits of the islands. All 
are prepared a lot chunkier than 
tradition would prescribe, with 
over-the-top recipes devised by the 
eponymous owner Alfredo Olivieri, 
a legendary 79-year-old native son 
of Salina. 

White-maned and blue-eyed (and 
with a reputation that precedes him 
as once having been quite the lady’s 
man), Oliveri is rightfully proud 
of the destination he’s created. “I 
invented this idea of the big pane 
cunzato loaded with toppings and 
the extra-thick granita and people 
just can’t get enough,” he says with 
a cheeky wink.

Olivieri’s pane cunzato is a moun-
tain of a dish: bread baked onsite 
is piled up to a cheesy summit 
with tomatoes, aubergine, prawns, 
tuna or Salina’s famed capers. The 
granitas are equally ample – Olivieri 
doesn’t include much water in the 
recipe, which instead is mostly made 
up of a frozen mix of strawberries or 

watermelon or whatever is in season. 
His kitchen is stacked with sacks of 
flour and freshly baked bread; there 
are crates of lemons, prickly pears 
and mulberries – all grown on the 
island – alongside bags of almonds 
and hazelnuts. Then there is the 
faithful vintage Carpigiani mixer, 
which Olivieri uses to make the 
granitas. “A masterpiece,” he says, 
looking fondly at the steel machine.

When summer is in full swing, 
the lunchtime queue at Da Alfredo 
snakes around the piazza and along 
its sandy strip of beachfront, with 
sunbathers sometimes waiting hours 

for their pane cunzato and granitas. 
“So many famous people come here 
with their yachts and send their 
staff to pick up supplies from me,” 
says Olivieri. The name Armani is 
casually mentioned. Warm-weather 
travellers are plentiful here and it 
certainly seems that all visitors have 
heard the folklore that surrounds 
Da Alfredo. In the sunnier months, 
Olivieri’s son returns home to help 
serve the throngs, bolstered by a staff 
of 20 that can keep the café running 
and buzzing until about 02.30. 

D E F E N C E  /  C A N A D A

Jam masters
Taking on the security risk 
posed by drones is set to be 
big business. We meet one 
firm targeting the threat. 
writer Kerala Woods

While Ottawa-based defence firm 
Allen-Vanguard has spent the past 15 
years developing electronic counter-
measures for threats such as impro-
vised explosive devices (ieds), in 
recent years it has turned its atten-
tion to a new threat: drones. Ancile, 
first released in 2017, uses radio 
frequencies to jam the aircraft’s 
controller signal or gps. The result 
is what the company calls an “elec-
tronic shield” preventing drones 
from entering a protected site.

Ancile is relatively new but the 
tech has already found high-profile 
clients. In June, it was deployed to 
create a safety bubble around the 
G7 Summit in Charlevoix, Quebec, 
ensuring the safety of world leaders.

The US military has employed 
drones since 2001, says Steve 
Drover, Allen-Vanguard’s business 
development manager. “And as soon 
as commercial drones started show-
ing up in shops people realised that 
the technology could be weaponised 
or used for surveillance, which is 

a big problem that has risen up in 
hotspots around the world.”

But with radio frequencies a vital 
part of global life, from mobile 
phones to emergency systems, it’s 
especially important that Ancile tar-
gets the frequencies of drones alone. 
“You can’t turn up the power and 
drown out any drone in the area 
because of the collateral damage to 
mobile-phone masts and everything 
else we depend on,” says Drover, 
who served with Canada’s special 
forces for over a decade. “Instead 
we’re working strategically with scal-
pel-like precision.”

Allen-Vanguard has recruited staff 
with experience in the military and 
defence industries, assembling a 
team with an understanding of what 
this kind of functional technology 
requires. While many companies are 
looking into the burgeoning market 
surrounding drones and security, 
Ancile is one of the few anti-drone 
devices on the market that has 
proven itself operationally. “Drones 
are becoming more effective, they 
can carry bigger payloads and are 
getting cheaper,” says Drover.

With drone warfare increasingly 
prevalent, the market for defence 
technologies is growing rapidly. 
Allen-Vanguard has become an early 
leader in an industry that’s expected 
to be worth €1.5bn within five years 
and is well placed to provide anti-
drone solutions to clients worldwide.

From left: The coastline of Salina; enjoying an ice-cold ‘granite’; 
Alfredo Olivieri outside his eponymous business

Sleep well
If you find that unfamiliar sounds 
make it challenging to sleep in a 
hotel room (is that a gymnastics 
show they’re putting on in room 
201?), there may be a solution. 
Bose Sleepbuds are tiny and light-
weight – just 1.4g each – and use 
noise-masking technology to play 
sounds designed to help you nod 
off. Choose from babbling brooks, 
crashing waves or even – and fre-
quent flyers will either love or hate 
this – an in-flight hum. The sounds 
play for 30 minutes or longer and the 
Sleepbuds can also wake you with an 
in-ear alarm that only you will hear.

But Da Alfredo shuts as November 
rolls in, relinquishing the piazza to 
the winter winds. Salina’s population 
– which has dwindled from about 
12,000 in the 19th century to the 
mere 2,500 residents who call the 
island home today – shrinks again 
during the winter months, as many 
residents take flight for livelier parts 
of the country. But not Olivieri. 
“That’s when I can have fun with my 
rabbits and chickens, and look after 
my lemons, oranges and onions,” he 
says. “It’s the season for taking care 
of my land.”

“So many famous people 
come here with their yachts 
and send their staff to pick 

up supplies from me”


